How Automated Recommendations Affect the Playlist Creation Behavior of Users
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ABSTRACT
Modern music platforms like Spotify support users to create new playlists through interactive tools. Given an empty or initial playlist, these tools often recommend additional songs, which could be included in the playlist based, e.g., on the title of the playlist or the set of tracks that are already in the playlist. In this work, we analyze in which ways the recommendations of such playlist construction support tools influence the behavior of users and the characteristics of the resulting playlists. We report the results of a between-subjects user study involving 123 subjects. Our analysis shows that users provided with recommendation support were more engaged and explored more alternatives than the control group. Presumably influenced by the recommender, they also picked significantly less popular items, which leads to a higher potential for discovery. The effort required to browse the additional alternatives, however, increased the users’ perceived difficulty of the process.
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INTRODUCTION
Creating and sharing playlists is a common feature of most of today’s music platforms. The manual construction of playlists by users can however be a comparably complicated and time consuming task [6]. One way to help playlist creators is to provide them with automated suggestions for additional tracks while they are creating a playlist. Such a functionality can be found on some of today’s music platforms, like Spotify and Pandora. In the literature, a number of algorithms were proposed in the past to determine a set of suitable tracks given, e.g., a partial playlist [5]. The evaluation of such algorithms is mostly based on offline experiments with a focus on prediction accuracy, i.e., on the algorithms’ capability of predicting the next tracks that were picked by users.

While accurate track relevance predictions are important, such experiments cannot inform us about whether users will actually adopt the recommendation functionality and how the recommendations influence their behavior. With this work, we aim to obtain a better understanding of these aspects which, to our knowledge, have not been studied in that form in the literature before. We conducted a between-subjects user study involving 123 subjects, where the participants’ task was to create playlists for a given topic using a web application that was developed for the study. One group of participants was provided with additional recommendation functionality, whereas the control group could only rely on the provided search functionality. A post-task questionnaire was used to assess additional aspects like the perceived difficulty of the task.

Our analyses revealed that the recommendation support was well accepted by the participants and that recommendations therefore represent a valuable tool for users. Almost half of the users that were provided with recommendations picked at least one of the recommended tracks, which is an unusually high proportion for the domain of recommender systems. Furthermore, we could observe that the selection of tracks was seemingly influenced by the recommendations even if no track was actually included in the playlists, i.e., the recommendations served as inspirations for the participants. Participants with recommendation support also significantly explored more tracks within the same period of time, and they more often chose less popular tracks based on the suggestions by the recommender. As users are more engaged and explore more options from the long tail, the recommender therefore measurably increases the potential of discovering new tracks or artists. Also, this increased user engagement can help providers to collect more information about the users’ preferences.

Finally, the post-task questionnaire, to some surprise, revealed that the participants found the playlist creation task to be more difficult when recommendations were provided. This was the case even when they actually did not pick any of the tracks. This observation suggests that the user interface (UI) has to be carefully designed, since parts of this might be caused by the increased complexity of the web application that included a recommendation component.

PREVIOUS USER STUDIES
Compared to the number of papers that report results of offline experiments, the number of user studies is limited. Many of these previous user studies in the music domain focus on how
users search for music and on the social or contextual aspects of listening to music [6, 7, 8, 19, 20]. In [6], for example, interviews and web forum posts related to the construction of playlists were analyzed. The authors found that playlists (mixes) are often created with a theme or topic in mind, e.g., a genre, an event or a mood. In our study, we therefore also ask participants to create a playlist for one of several given topics. According to the suggestion in [6], our online application does not automatically include additional tracks, but presents recommendations as a side information.

Questions of the UI design were also in the focus in [3] and [24]. For instance, [3] proposed an interactive track recommendation service called rush, optimized for touchscreen devices and, among other aspects, analyzed its usability for left-handed and right-handed users. In the application we used for our study, recommendations were positioned as a horizontal list on the bottom of the screen, which is common also for e-commerce sites like Amazon.com.

A few studies explore the users’ interactions with music recommender systems [1, 16] and the quality perception of music recommendations [2, 17]. The recent work of [17] provided evidence that users prefer recommendations that are coherent with the recently played tracks in different dimensions. Their results also indicated that the participants tend to evaluate recommendations better when they know the track or the artist. In contrast to [17], we do not compare different recommendation algorithms but the effects of the existence of a recommender.

Finally, questions related to the factors that influence which tracks users choose for inclusion in a playlist in different situations were analyzed in [15, 23] and [25]. The study in [15], for example, showed that mood, genre, and artists are the most important factors for users when selecting the tracks, which is in line with the outcomes of the study of [6]. Similar to their work, we explicitly asked users about their decision factors after the task and report the results in Section 5.

STUDY DESIGN

A general limitation of laboratory studies is that users might behave differently in a “simulated” situation than when they normally listen to music, e.g., at home. To alleviate this problem, we provided an online application to enable users to participate in the study when and where they wanted to.

All participants were asked to create a playlist – using the developed application – for one of the following pre-defined and randomly ordered themes: rock night, road trip, chill out, dance party, hip-hop club.

1 The participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups. One group (called Rec) received additional recommendations, as shown at the bottom of Figure 1. The control group (NoRec) was shown the same interface but without the recommendation bar at the bottom.

All participants could use the provided search functionality. When a user of the Rec group added an item to the playlist, the

Figure 1. Web application used in the study.

20 provided recommendations were immediately updated. When the playlist contained at least six tracks, the participants could proceed to the post-task questionnaire.

The first part of the questionnaire was presented to all participants and contained a list of quality factors for playlists mentioned in the literature, which were either related to individual tracks (e.g., popularity or freshness) or to the list as a whole (e.g., artist homogeneity). The participants were asked to rank these quality factors or mark them as irrelevant.

In the next step, participants of the Rec group were asked if they had looked at the recommendations during the task and if so, how they assessed their quality in the following dimensions: relevance, novelty, accuracy, diversity (in terms of genre and artist), familiarity, popularity, and freshness. Participants could express their agreement with our provided statements, e.g., “The recommendations were novel”, on a 7-point Likert scale item or state that they could not tell.

In the final step, all participants were asked (a) how often they create playlists, (b) about their musical expertise, and (c) how difficult they found the playlist creation task, again using 7-point Likert scale items.

Free text form fields were provided for users to specify which part of the process they considered the most difficult one and for general comments and feedback. Finally, the participants could specify their age group.

SPOTIFY’S RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHMS

Both the search and the recommendation functionality in the study were implemented using the public API of Spotify. This allowed us to rely on industry-strength search and recommendation technology. As of 2017, Spotify is a leader across most streaming-service markets and the recommendations produced by the service result from several years of A/B testing [21].

Companies do not usually reveal the details of the algorithms that they use. According to the documentation of the Web API of Spotify, recommendations are aimed to create a playlist-style listening experience based on seed artists, tracks and

1Note that such themes actually also convey an intended use or purpose. The best example is the “road trip” theme, whose corresponding playlists are supposed to be played when driving a car for a prolonged amount of time.

2Recommendations were displayed after the first track was added.

genres. In this context, the available information for a given seed item is used to find similar artists and tracks.

Some additional information can be obtained from what the company presents in public presentations and industry reports. Public presentations around the year 2014, such as [13] and [14] indicate that Spotify relied at that time mainly on collaborative filtering techniques for generating recommendations. The latest presentation was made right after Spotify acquired The Echo Nest, a music intelligence platform that focused on the analysis of audio content, and Spotify announced they were going to also utilize content-based techniques. In more recent presentations, such as [22], the authors report that Spotify uses an ensemble of different techniques including NLP models and Recurrent Neural Networks as well as explicit feedback signals (e.g., thumbs-up / thumbs-down), and also audio features for certain recommendation tasks, but it is unclear from the presentations which techniques are used for which types of recommendations (radios, weekly recommendations, playlists, etc.).

RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

General Statistics
Participants. Most of the 123 participants who completed the study were students of universities in Germany and Brazil; a smaller part was recruited via invitations on social network sites. Most (84%) of the participants were aged between 20 and 40. On a scale between 1 and 7, the median of the self-reported experience with music was 5, i.e., the majority of the participants considered themselves experienced or interested in music. Most of the participants, however, do not create playlists regularly; about 25% answered the question with a 5 or greater (median=3). The median of the perceived difficulty of the playlist creation task was 4, i.e., the majority of the subjects found the task comparatively difficult.5

Topics and playlist length. Rock night and road trip were the most often selected themes. Each of them was selected in about 30% of all trials. Chill out (20%), dance party (15%) and hip-hop club (5%) were less frequently chosen. The average time for the participants to create one playlist (with at least 6 tracks) was 7.29 minutes and a created playlists contained, on average, 8.44 tracks.

Recommendation use. 57% of the participants were assigned to the Rec group (with recommendations). Almost half of these participants (49%) drag-and-dropped at least one of the recommended tracks to their playlists. We denote this group as RecUsed. The other half will be denoted as RecNotUsed.

Study Outcomes
Impact of Recommendations on Users and their Behavior
Adoption of recommendations. When users actively used the recommendations, they relied on them to a significant extent. At the end, about 38% of the tracks of the playlists that were created by users of the RecUsed group were taken from the recommendations (mean=3.2 recommendations per playlist). This is a strong indicator of the general usefulness of a recommendation component in that domain, considering that in general e-commerce settings sometimes only every 100th click of a user is on a recommendation list and recommendations are used only in about 8% of the shopping sessions [12].

Increased exploration. The participants that received recommendations played significantly6 more tracks when creating their playlist than the participants of the NoRec group (mean value 14.4 and 9.8, respectively). This value is even higher for the RecUsed subgroup, i.e., those who actively used the recommendations, with an average of 20.3. However, the participants of the Rec group, on average, only needed 30 seconds more to create the playlists7, i.e., the recommender helped them explore, and potentially discover, many more options in about the same time.

Such a high exploration is interesting as it not only increases the chances of music discovery but also allows the service provider to gather more information about users’ preferences. This can in turn lead to providing better recommendations and a better listening experience for users, as well as higher customer retention and business value for the provider [10].

Difficulty of playlist creation. To some surprise, the recommendation component did not make the playlist creation task easier for users but slightly added to the perceived complexity, with a median of 4 (higher complexity) for the Rec group and 3 for the NoRec group. This slight but not statistically significant difference could be caused by the more complex recommendation UI, as well as by the fact that users explored more options in the Rec condition as mentioned above (see, for example, [4] for a discussion on “choice overload” in recommender systems).

6To test for statistical significance for the ordinal data, we use the Mann-Whitney U test and for the interval data we use the Student’s t-test, both with \( p < 0.05 \).

7The differences were not statistically significant.
Impact of Recommendations on the Resulting Playlists

To analyze the impact of the provided recommendations on the resulting playlists, we queried the musical features of the tracks contained in the created playlists through Spotify’s API. Table 1 shows a list of these features. The average values and standard deviations of the features for each of the study groups are shown in Table 2. Several differences can be observed. We limit the discussion here to the most pronounced and statistically significant effects, which can be found with respect to the popularity and the freshness of the tracks that were used by the participants.

Population effect – promoting less popular items. Users of the recommendation service added significantly less popular tracks to their playlists. This is in line with the observations from [11] where the recommendations by a commercial service were less popular (in terms of play-counts) than the tracks that users selected manually.

Recency effect – promoting newer tracks. Using recommendations also slightly but statistically significantly increased the freshness (release year) of the selected tracks. About 50% of the tracks of the playlists created by the participants who used the recommendations (RecUsed) were released in the last five years. This value is 40% for the RecNotUsed group and 34% for the NoRec group.

“Mere-Presence” Effect of Recommendations

When we compare the average musical features of the tracks recommended to the Rec group and those that were manually selected by the control group (NoRec), we can observe several significant differences regarding, e.g., danceability, energy, popularity, freshness (release year), speechiness, or tempo i.e., the recommender often picks quite different tracks than users would do, see [11]. On the other hand, when comparing the recommendations to what the participants in the RecUsed group selected, the differences are no longer statistically significant, except for the popularity aspect. This is not surprising, as these participants often accepted the recommendations. The somewhat surprising aspect, however, is that the differences between the recommendations and the tracks of the RecNotUsed participants are also no longer significant. It is thus possible that the subjects in this group were biased (or inspired) by the presence of the recommendations. One indicator in favor of that possibility is that an overlap of 34% could be observed in terms of the artists that appeared in the recommendations and that were selected manually by the subjects. This means that the recommendations presumably influenced what users selected. This effect was previously investigated in a user study [18], where the participants exhibited a tendency to select items that were content-wise similar to a (random) recommendation.

A possible explanation why participants still selected tracks that are on average more popular than the recommended ones might lie in the intended use or context of the playlist to be created. If participants, for example, assumed that the playlist is designed to be played for a group of listeners (e.g., at a dance party), they might prefer to pick tracks that are presumably known by many people. In fact, the tracks selected for “dance” playlists were significantly more popular than those for “chill out” playlists.

Investigating Quality Criteria for Playlists

In order to better understand which quality characteristics one should consider when designing algorithms for playlist construction support, we analyzed the rankings that were provided by the participants in the post-task questionnaire, see the section on the study design. To determine the overall ranking, we used the Modified Borda Count method [9], which can be applied when some rankings are only partial, i.e., when not all items are ranked. The results are shown in Table 3.

The results indicate that, overall, the participants consider the homogeneity of musical features, e.g., tempo, energy or loudness along with the artist diversity of the resulting playlist as the most relevant quality criteria for playlists. On the other end of the spectrum, the order of the tracks in a playlist and their freshness were the least relevant aspects for the participants.

When looking at the different study groups, some smaller and not statistically significant differences in the rankings can be observed. Participants who used the recommendations considered track transitions less relevant than participants of the other groups. One potential explanation could be that the recommendations by the system (and, likewise, the created playlists) were perceived by users to be comparably coherent, e.g., in terms of the tempo, and the participants of the Rec group therefore paid less attention to the transitions. Another

---

Table 1: Average (Avg) and standard deviation (Std) of the musical features of the resulting playlists in different groups. * indicates statistical significance in comparison with the RecUsed group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>RecUsed (34 participants)</th>
<th>RecNotUsed (36 participants)</th>
<th>NoRec (53 participants)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>Std</td>
<td>Avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustiness</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danceability</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.59*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumentalness</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liveness</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudness (dB)</td>
<td>-7.08</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>-7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popularity</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>55.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release year</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>12.47</td>
<td>2002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speechiness</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempo (BPM)</td>
<td>123.0</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>122.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 3: Modified Borda Count: Ranking of Playlist Quality Criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>RecUsed</th>
<th>RecNotUsed</th>
<th>NoRec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Homogeneity of musical features, e.g., tempo</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artist diversity</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popularity</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyrics</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshness</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We further compared the quality perception of the recommendations because they did not allow to make satisfying transitions. Other differences with respect to the quality criteria rankings were observed for the “lyrics” aspect, which was considered more important for road-trip and hip-hop playlists. Finally, popularity was considered a very important criterion almost exclusively for dance playlists for the above-discussed reasons.

**General Quality Perception of the Recommendations**

About 75% of the participants in the Rec group stated that they have looked at the recommendations when constructing the playlists. In the post-task questionnaire, these users were asked about their quality perception regarding the recommendations (as provided by Spotify’s service). Different quality dimensions were assessed and users could express their agreement with related statements using 7-point Likert scale items. In our analysis, we considered answers that were greater than 4 as positive responses.

Specifically, we asked users to what extent the recommendations (1) matched the given topic; (2) helped them discover novel tracks or artists; (3) matched their general interests; (4) were already known to them; (5) were diverse in terms of genre and artist; (6) were generally popular or mainstream; and (7) were from trending music.

The results show that 62% of the respondents perceived the recommendation as topic-related (e.g., they match the playlist topic). More than half of the respondents also found the recommendations to match their interests and diverse in terms of genre and artist. With respect to novelty and familiarity, the results were mixed. In both cases many participants provided feedback with values above 4 (e.g., 45% in case of the novelty); a substantial amount of the participants however also found the recommendations of very limited novelty and familiarity.

We further compared the quality perception of the recommendations for the two groups of RecUsed and RecNotUsed. The only statistically significant difference we observed was in terms of novelty. In other words, those participants who used the recommendations in their playlists believed that the recommendations were significantly more novel (median=5) than the other participants who looked at the recommendations but did not accept them (median=3). One plausible explanation of this result could be that the participants who did not use the recommendations had a higher music expertise and were more demanding. However, this explanation is not in line with what the participants claimed in their answers, as the RecUsed group had a generally higher music expertise score than the RecNotUsed group (although the difference was not statistically significant). Another explanation is that participants were generally willing to discover novel music and the recommendations were mainly adopted by those participants who found the recommendations to be so.

Overall, the results indicate that Spotify’s algorithms were quite successful in determining suitable tracks for recommendation. At the same time, the mixed results for some other factors are not necessarily negative either, because the importance of factors like the appropriate popularity level of the tracks – according to our analysis – can depend on the topic and intended purpose of the playlist.

**Qualitative Analysis**

We finally asked the participants to specify what they found to be the most difficult aspect when creating a playlist. To remember the right tracks was most often mentioned as a difficult task by the participants (e.g., “Keeping up with the options, I often can’t remember all the songs and performers I know”). To find good music for everyone was another difficult task indicated by many (e.g., “To meet the taste of all, as playlists are often created for occasions in which several people listen to them”). Some participants also emphasized on the smoothness of the track transitions (e.g., “The most difficult thing is to think of tracks that are connected on several dimensions at the same time such as their energy, the transitions, their level of sophistication, etc.”).

Recommendation tools have the potential to help users in many of these dimensions, e.g., remind them of tracks or artists they know and liked in the past, to find tracks that are popular in a certain community, or to find tracks that are coherent with the current playlist with respect to musical features. In fact, several participants that had no recommendation support have written about the potential advantages of having such a system: “Sometimes I do not know what to search for and I expect the system suggest something. I prefer to choose just some songs and then listen/receive recommendations related to my initial choices”.

**CONCLUSIONS**

With our study we aim to shed more light on the perception and adoption of recommender systems that are designed to support users in the playlist construction process. The results of the study not only showed a high general adoption rate – almost half of the participants picked at least one track from the provided recommendations, while the proportion in the domain of recommender systems is often lower than 10% – but also that the presentation of recommendations can indirectly influence the choices of the users. Our study, therefore, provides additional evidence that recommenders can be a valuable tool to steer consumer behavior.

Generally, participants who received recommendations also explored more alternatives during the process (without needing much more time), which can be interpreted as a higher engagement in the task. As a result, a recommender system has the potential to increase the involvement of the user with the service, which from a business perspective in the best case leads to higher customer retention rates.

Finally, the study also showed that including a recommendation component can lead to a higher perceived difficulty of the task for users, which emphasizes the importance of focusing on intuitive UI designs.
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